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		iGaming Content Services
We are your one-stop shop for iGaming SEO content, outreach and translations, no matter the GEO. Let iGaming experts assist you with all you need to succeed – from in-depth content and localisation of slot games to daily news and outreach campaigns. Meet our team here.



Let's Go!
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		[image: ]Efficiency. Transparency. Long-term focus. Mutual trust & clear communication lead to a 'win-win' in iGaming. Get in touch and let's do the things as they are supposed to be done!
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Founder, iGaming Content Services
Quick Enquiry Form

		
                    Main Contact FormIf you are seeking information or a quotation, fill in this form and we'll get right back to you. Please use your business email address.

If you are interested in writing/translating for us, please click here to register instead of using this form.

I'm interested in:
 Content Creation
 Outreach / Links
 Translations
 Localisation


First Name



Last Name





Email



Company Name




Your Message


 I have read and agree to the T&Cs and Privacy Policy.



SUBMIT




        
        


		


		        
        
                    


        


		Why IGC is Your Best Choice for iGaming Content Services

We work exclusively with iGaming content, outreach and translations


Native writers who know iGaming inside out


Timely delivery and tailored service


Years of experience in online casino and sports betting projects


Transparent, well-established, and here to stay


Covering all the GEOs you might need



		        
        
                    


        


		

	We're Fluent In 
	
		
	


[image: Australian (EN)]
[image: Austrian (DE)]
[image: Belgian (NL and FR)]
[image: Bulgarian]
[image: Canadian (EN and FR)]
[image: Chinese (Simplified and Traditional)]
[image: Czech]
[image: Danish]
[image: Dutch]
[image: English (NZ)]
[image: English (UK)]
[image: English (US)]
[image: Estonian]
[image: Finnish]
[image: French]
[image: Georgian]
[image: German]
[image: Greek]
[image: Hindi and Gujarati]
[image: Hungarian]
[image: Italian]
[image: Japanese]
[image: Kazakh]
[image: Khmer]
[image: Korean]
[image: Latvian]
[image: Lithuanian]
[image: Norwegian]
[image: Polish]
[image: Portuguese]
[image: Portuguese (BR)]
[image: Romanian]
[image: Russian]
[image: Slovak]
[image: Spanish]
[image: Swedish]
[image: Switzerland (DE, FR, IT)]
[image: Thai]
[image: Turkish]
[image: Vietnamese]
                    
                                            
                                        
                    

...and more.


		        
        
                    


        


		
		


		
iGaming Content
IGC is a B2B content agency, covering all the needs of iGaming industry, including but not limited to SEO copy, translations and localisation of slot games, websites and platforms, link articles and daily news for affiliate sites and casino and sports betting operator brands.

We are exclusively niched within online gambling SEO and content, collaborating with native speaking copywriters and translators, who have many years of experience in the iGaming industry. Our team of online casino and betting content writers have produced over 40 000 000 words since we started back in 2016. We cover over 40 languages and can help you with all types of online gambling content writing services, both evergreen and timely, for all the markets you target.

We don’t work with AI-generated content, ever.

Explore iGaming ContentGet In Touch



		


		
iGaming Translations
We help casino and sports betting platforms, suppliers, operators and affiliates with translations, working with both ad hoc orders and long-term campaigns and projects.

Your dedicated Account Manager will ensure that we, together with you, find the most convenient processes. We have made a business decision not to get ISO certified, which means less bureaucracy, faster deliverability and more flexibility for us to align with your processes and project management tools. We are not a content factory; we create and nurture relationships with language specialists who love working with iGaming.

Explore iGaming TranslationsGet In Touch



		


		
iGaming Localisation
With our iGaming localisation service, we help you to launch your game, platform or website on new markets. Our goal is to ensure that nothing goes wrong with your release and test your product in staging environment, before it goes live.

With the help of our state-of-the-art CAT tool you will grow your translation memory and, therefore, benefit from increased discounts over time.

Explore iGaming LocalisationGet In Touch



		


		
iGaming Outreach and Link Building
We have an awesome global iGaming Outreach team, working alongside our Content experts and access to the best publishers who are fine with collaborating with iGaming companies.

By working closely with SEO Managers and Affiliates, we learn all there is to know about their specific requirements and find a perfect match to add onto a custom list.

Once you have made your choice, we will create compelling content with the optimal tie-in and ensure it gets published, according to your schedule.

Explore iGaming OutreachGet In Touch



		


		
Additional iGaming SEO Services
As we work with both Content Creation and Outreach, it is natural that we also build and maintain a lot of knowledge about SEO.

While we are not positioning ourselves as SEO gurus and do not charge you for consultancy hours, we can still help you with most of the SEO related services you might need, such as keyword research, article planning, creating a landing page, or a whole online gambling site.

Explore iGaming SEOGet In Touch



		        
        
                    


        


		
		


		
Let's Get Started

		
                    Main Contact FormIf you are seeking information or a quotation, fill in this form and we'll get right back to you. Please use your business email address.

If you are interested in writing/translating for us, please click here to register instead of using this form.

I'm interested in:
 Content Creation
 Outreach / Links
 Translations
 Localisation


First Name



Last Name





Email



Company Name




Your Message


 I have read and agree to the T&Cs and Privacy Policy.



SUBMIT
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		Manage Cookie Consent

		
			
		

	


	

	
		To provide the best experiences, we use technologies like cookies to store and/or access device information. Consenting to these technologies will allow us to process data such as browsing behavior or unique IDs on this site. Not consenting or withdrawing consent, may adversely affect certain features and functions.
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					The technical storage or access is strictly necessary for the legitimate purpose of enabling the use of a specific service explicitly requested by the subscriber or user, or for the sole purpose of carrying out the transmission of a communication over an electronic communications network.
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